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In to relittively short paper it was impossible to describe «11 the 

features of industrial project evaluation in Hungary.   Therefore 

we stressed the peints we considered the moct important.   We 

also assume that the uasic characteristics of a  centrally planned 

model ar* known.    In case it is not so, we would rt,commend a 

study of the paper "Plannin¿ for Economic Development" U. N. 

1964, New York, Vol II.    In this volume the reader will find a 

complete description of the Hungarian system of central planning. 

The ideas, view3 and critical remarks in this paper should be 

considered as the private opinion of the authors.    None of the 

ideas or remarks in this paper may be taken us official statements 

of any Hungarian offices or authorities. 
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I.    Introduction!    Development strategy and condition»t 

During the last twenty year» Hungary has changed from a relatively 

underdeveloped agricultural country into a relatively developed 

industrial country.    In this process the high rate of industrial 

growth played a very important role.    Between 195C-60 industrial 

production has increased by 10 percent on an annual average. 

The economic structure of the country changed r-dically.    while 

in 1938 industry produced 35.7 percent of the national income 

and agriculture contributed 36.5 percent, in 1961  70.3 percent 

of the nationa'   income has be n produced by industry and construc- 

tion and only 20.4 percent by agricultura.    Accirding to census 

data in 1941, 48.1 percent of the working population was agricultural 

and 22.4 percent industrial «hile in I96I the shore of the agricul- 

tural population decreased to 35*2 percent and the share of the 

industrial population increased to  31.7 percent of the tctal. 

These results were achieved to a l.irge extent through extensive 

investment activity.    Before the II    orld '•• ar the  share of accumu- 

lation in national  income «-as no more than 3.5 percent annually. 

During 1949-62 this proportion hr,s  increa-ed t.. 25  percent on an 

annual average.    It has to be mentioned here,  however, thr.t in some 

years the share of accumulation in tho national incorno increased 

to as high as 35  percent annually.    This i'act can  not be se-jn 

from the statistics because of the two level,  distorted price 

system, (Low prices of capital Oooda and high prices of consumer 

goods.)    The price system changed in  1959«    ^efora the war about 

15-20 percent of total investments "/as s->ent on industry annually, 

while between 1950-62, with the exception of two years, the share 

of industry in total  investment outlays incroaaed to r.bout 40 per- 

cent annually and in 1953 has reached the peak with 47 percent of 

the total,     e mention here those fs.cts to indicate that f.'uring the 

last twenty years in Hungary special  attention has been '->aid to 

investment problems and also to research and experimentation in 

order to find the proper criteria for evaluation of industrial 

projects.   There are some results.     ..e ein not,  however, stats 

positively that we found the solution and now wo he .ve the correct 

system,  principles and methods of industrial project evaluation. 

I 
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The first lesson we may draw from our 20 years' experimentation it 

that the formulation of the correct criteria for industrial 

project evaluation is extremely difficult. 

In this paper we will try to draw the most important lessons 

from our past experiences on the one hand and to explain those 

new ways and means we intend to use in the near future, on the 

other. 

The question to be answered is thiss what facts and principles have 

we to consider in order to formulate the proper criteria for 

project evaluation? And the second questions what are tha right 

criteria and the methods of applying them? 

The second lesson we should draw from the Hungarirn oxporiences - and 

this is probably the most important - is that it is impossible to 

formulate such general criteria which aro applicable in any country 

r.t any time irrespective of tho given circumstances. Such gcnoral 

criteria aro ron existent. Criteria of project evaluation in general 

dopend on two factores (a.) on the dovolopmont strategy and 

(b0 on the economic situation and possibilities of a given ooftotrJ 

in the givci, poriod rf time. 

Tho first fector, however, is not independent of the second and 

both of them aro changing from time to time. By a development 

strategy wo moan tho long terra development targets and tho means 

required to fulfill them, on economic situation and possibilities 

we take into consideration; the existing amount of capital, labour, 

natural endowment, ani the institutional framework of the economic 

activity. Since both of th. above mentioned factors are changing 

over time the criteria nf project evaluation have to oharao to,. 

As a consequence tho criteria arr always highly relative by nature. 

This, of course, does net mean that we :rc unable tu formulato 

relatively stable criteria. In a centrally planned system it would 

be impossible to elaborate investment programs for the economy as 

a whole without some kinr. of criteria elaborated on the basis of 

the above mentioned two determining factor,, m a market economy, 

of curse, whore investment decisions are <;,ken .  ;,riVato enter- 

prise the conditions and criteria uf the investment decisions are 

different but there are many similarities common to both systoms. 
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In recent years, occnMaic r stsroh dovete attenti.n - both in 

thci  ..est -n<\ ^as?t - to experiments which provide proper nathods 

in choosing tho opt Iran v. riant within given limiting f-ct^rs 

(mathematical  programing). 

The  limiting f ctjre ucm.lly ar~ official pirns ant    c-volopment 

programs prepared by leading circles rr ^evernnents.    On this 

basis, economic models are built.    Tho  m.doie usually start with 

the  limiting factors established in the official  programs.    Those 

Halting f-.ctors arc built inte th^ models and. tho optimum size 

of tho rctivity is calculated at those limiting factors.    In othor 

words»    tho criteria of the optimum variant -re dotermincd outside 

the model and the model itself is deminattd by them.   The optimum 

is always relative and defends on tho evaluation criteria, whilst 

tho evaluation criteria are determined mainly by the   development 

strategy. 

At the samo time, research efforts are seldom directed to finding 

out the proper ways and means and methods of hew to elaborate a 

long term development strategy,  and furthor to formulate a 60und 

investment program en nationr.l and saetti lévete, applying the 

criteria determined by the long term development strategy.    This 

is one of the main reasons why it   is se difi"icult to formulate 

the  criteria for project  evaluation.    In thw real planning 

activity the criteria for industrial project  evaluation have boon 

decided with tho elaboration of the long term development program. 

In the optimum calculations tho criteria of evaluation are built 

into tho model  as limiting factors and tho optimum variant  is 

a rolatlvo optimum,  in relation to tho limiting factors decided 

upon by the targets and  ebjodts of tho long tora development 

strategy.    Wo base this statement on tho real  experiences gained 

in the development of tho Hunjarian economy. 

The po3t-war reconstruction in Hungary ended  in 1947-48 and a 

radical chango of the socioeconomic structure began.    Tho develop- 

ment  strategy elaborated by leading circles composed such goals 

as:     speeding up the rate of growth for a long run,  industrializa- 

tion at a high speed, full employment, ccmplcte rocenstruction of 

_ J 
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agriculture and infrastructure, increase of consumption, ensuring 

complete economic and political independence of tha country, 

reaching the economic level of the highly developed industrial 

countries within 10-15 years etc.    It was obvious from the beginning 

that the fulfillment of the above mentioned targets   require a very 

large investment activity.    To achieve tiese ambitiouo go.-\ls three 

variants of an investment program had been considereds 

(a) A rapid increase of investment in such a way that consumption 

also increases, however slowly, as investment and national income 

rise. 

(b) A rapid growth of investment at a stagnant level of consumption. 

(c) A rapid growth of investment at an absolute decreasing level of 

consumption. 

At the same time the economic conditions and possibilities were as 

followsi    external resources were nut available;    the development 

targets had to be achieved by domestic accumulation and resources; 

the natural resources of energy and basic raw materials were very 

limited;    a large part of the main raw materials and machinery also 

had to be imported;    free labour resources were at hand but mainly 

unskilled agricultural labour force; agriculture and infrastructure 

were socially and technically backward,   the economy had an "open" 

character; export-import sensitiveness were high;  the institutional 

framework had been transformed from a market economy into a centrally 

planned model based on the state ownership of tools of production 
etc. 

The official development strategy accepted the first investment 

variant.    Eapid growth of investment and a moderate increase of 

consumption were the targets in the firBt Five Year Plan (1949-54). 

National income was expected to rise by 63 per cent and consumption 
by 35 per cent. 

At the implementation of the plan, however, the government was forced 

to achieve all the akove mentioned targets jt_t_he same time and as 

rapidi/ as possible.      In consequence of this development strategy 

the third variant of the investment program was realized.    Investment 

increased rapidly whilst consumption declined considerably.    In this 

J 
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paper we cannot explain all the consequences of the development 

strategy.    Therefore,  we shall focus our attention on the consequences 

connected with the criteria for industrial project evaluation; 

(1) The above mentioned ambitious targets decided by the development 

strategy and the forced implementation of these targets within a 

relatively short period of time has shafted the whole development 

program towards an autarchic-type development, neglecting the open 

character of the economy.     Every capital intensive raw material 

producing branch had to be developed at a very high rate and also 

«very branch of manufacturing.    This situation necessarily led to the 

dispersion of the limited investment resources;  the volume of unfin- 

ished investments continuously increased,  the average time of project 

completion did not increase and the technical level of new projects 

lag ed behind the required level etc. 

(2) Determined by the development strate0y the basic criteria for 

project evaluation became as follows : 

(a) every project providing the planned increment of production 

in quantity has been considered useful and necessary irrespective of 

the cost and commercial profitaoility of the project. 

(b) the basic criterion of a project was the maximum level of 

production and employment the new capacity could  produce. 

The Hungarian experiences without any doubt indicate that the criteria 

for project evaluation are determined basically by the development 

strategy. 

Je would like to call  the attention of the reader to some of the 

consequences of the applied criteria in the extensive phase of indus- 

trial development which mi^ht be useful for some developing countries 

with an open economy where the extensive period of industrialisation 

has just begun.    In Hungary between 1949-53, the share of new con- 

struction in national income was about 15 percent.    The ratio of 

construction to machinery and appliances was 5.3:1.   (It is worthwhile 

to mention that the same ratio in the U.S.A. at the end of the 

nineteenth century when the industrialisation drive started was about 
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3:1, and after the decond forld far it declined to ltl. Moreover, 

machinery became a little higher than construction). At the same 

tim«, in case of new projects the capital coefficient 

increment of national incoma 
increment of investment 

was no more than 0,28 while in old factories every one unit invested 

in expansion and reconstruction produced. 3-7 unit increment. 

Between 1957 and 1962 the construction-machinery ratio has changed 

to 1.3:1 while the capital coefficient increaued from 0,23 to 0.39- 

In the first Pive Year Plan about 35 percent of the national income 

has been invested and the national income increased by 50.3/¿ about 

8-97S on an annual average, between I958-62 23.7 percent of national 

income was inveated while the increment reached 38.8$ or about li> 

in an annual average. In addition to this personal coneuaption has 

increased considerably. 

In the I960's investment decisions were dominated more and more by 

the criteria of efficiency and profitability. 

The basic shortcoming in our opinion of the development policy of the 

1950's was that the open character of the economy has been neglected. 

Therefore, in an autarchic-type development the basic criteria of 

project evaluation have been necessarily reduced to the maximisation 

of output and employment. In spite of these difficulties one of the 

most important targets, i.e. full employment, has been achieved. 

Industrial employment increased from the 547.409 I949 level to 

I.I93.800 in 1962. During the l960's rather a lack of labour power 

is characteristic, indicating that the period of extensive type 

industrialisation has ended. 

We are approaching a new stage of development referred to in the 

Hungarian literature usually as intensive tv., industrialisation. 

The most important question of this state could be formulated as 

follows: what should be the criteria for project evaluation in an 

industrial countr, where, (because of the scarcity of natural 

resources, industrial raw material and energy) resources etc. are 

very limited and therefore a large part of the national income i. 

o   # 
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flowing through the channel of foreijn trade (more than one tuird of 

the Q.N.P.). In the following chapters we will try to summarise the 

new efforts and research attempting to discover the proper answer for 

the above mentioned questions. 

11.  Basic assumptions and theses. 

(1) Definition of the "open economy." 

We consider an economy to have an open character when the actual and 

potential scarcity of n»t.»r»l resources and conditionsjnajçeg_it 

impossible to utilise the existing and expected capacities in the 

lon^ run on the basj « of domestic resources, at a full extent. 

Prom this definition follows the basic characteristic of the open 

economyt the amount of foreign trade activity is very high measured 

by its share in national income, both on export and import side. 

The open character of the economy of coarse influences the criteria 

of project evaluation both in the extensive and intensive stage of 

industrial development. However in the intensive stage this influence 

is much stronger. -.Ihile in the extensive stage the rate of growth can 

be increased by building a large number of relatively low technical 

level projects and using the maximum amount of labour and domestic 

natural resources in the short ran, in the intensive staLe these 

resources are already exhausted. The more rapid was the development 

in the earlier stage the more pressing is the scarcity of natural 

resources in the intensive stage since capacities increased by a 

large amount. The import needs of the economy are suddenly risingjo 

a qualitative!/ new level. There*"•», ^ »" "P*" economy (such as the 

Hungarian economy') where a certain hi,h level of industrial development 

has been achieved the implementati_on^JLa^-i0I^..t^5n..develQT;Tnen^ 

program, even at a reduced, modern rate of growth, is a function of 

the increasing export ability of the economy. 

This is the most important premise in an open economy which has to 

be taken into account in any sound development strategy. Taking 

into account the cumulative effects one unit decrease or increase in 

V -J 
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«port producás much more than one unit fluctuation in natio '»1 income, 

in employment, and in tne living standard.    This indicates a very high 

foreign trade sensitivity.    According to our present estimate one unit 

decline in export through the decrease of import produces 4-5 unit 

decline in national income.    These conditions of course determine the 

criteria of project evaluation.    Lince the increase of national income. 

employment ¿nd consumption are the function of the economy's export 

ability the most important criterion for project evaluation (and at the 

same time the moat important criterion of efficiency of the national 

economic activity) is the expected maximum net foreign exchange 

earnings (yields) of a project, or of the national economy as a who!«. 
jn the long run. 

If in the open economy the maximum of the net foreign exchange earnings 

is the basic criterion,   the character of the efficiency computations is 

already determined by this very fact.    On the o the* hand the criteria 

of sectoral allocation and project planning are determined too. 

(2)    a." experimental method for the calculation of net forei^n 
exchange earnings. 

The objects of the experiments are as follow« 

(a) to determine the net yields of a single project  (i.e.  the 

difference between the inputs and yield, in foreign exchange for the 
expected lifetime of the project.) 

(b) to determine the expected increment of national  income 

(expres3ed in foreign exchange)  produced by investment expenditure. 

(c) to determine the expected net foreign exchange yields in every 

sector and on this basis allocate investment fund, among sectors, 
(choosing the "leading sectors".) 

The first bottleneck encounte,ed by planners in these computations is 
^riç^stem.    In centrally ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

trade prices are rigidly separated.    Wtic producer prices are cal- 

t      in d0aeStiC CU"enC* - th. basi, of domestic inputs.    I„ 

Z T rdUC9r PriC98 and C0W PrlCe8 « "*»*•* *th 'or 
industrial and agricultural products.    T*e change, occuxrin* in 
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producer« cost« doe« not reflect in consumer pricee.    Taxes are diff- 

erentiated by sector«.    Therefore,  calculation of the real cost« i» 

very difficult.    Since domestic prices are separated from world market 

prices (while more than one third of the national income is realized 

on international markets) national income calculated by domestic 

price« and in domestic currency is different from the national income 

measured in world market price«. 

In an open econo-ny, however, where the real rate of growth is 

a function of export ability (and export ability is a function mainly 

of coat« related to international standards) efficiency of a project 

or of the economic activity as a whole» can be measured only by the 

net foreign exchange earnings realised or realisable on the world 

market.    In order to get the net foreign exchange earnings of the 

economy (or a sector, or a project)  we should be able to express 

inputs and outputs in foreign exchange on the level of world market 

prices. 

The first experiment in this direotion started in 19^4» and it is in 

process.    The experiment is called in our literature "iorld market 

price model'.    There are two preconditions we had to provide for the 

computations: 
(i) an input-output table containirg the qualitative relationships 

of sectors 
(ii) foreign exchange rates for comparison of domestic and foreign 

trade prices - substituting for the rate of exchange.    In Hungary 

since input-output analysis is very well known we have the proper 

tables.    The formulation of foreign exchan¿je rates is however very 

difficult, namely we need such kind of rates which take into consider- 

ation the differences of the price levels of market and centrally 

planned economies.    The root of the matter is that total domestic 

production will be calculated in dollar prices on the basjB of the 

frnput-output table.      As a result first we will be able to get a real 

domestic price structure and as a Becond step we mi¿ht have a static 

comparison of sectoral efficiency measured by the realised net foreign 

exchange earnings of the sectors. 

_J 
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< 
The main steps of the calculations are as follows: 

(1)    The output of various producing sec torti will be calculated and 

expressed in dollar values taking into account the average world 

market prices possible at a certain time.    The total output of a 

seotor shall be divided in two parts: 

Sectors tutal output 

»0 
-I 

main products 

relatively few products of a 
sector which determine the 
sectors profile.    These 
products are subdivided into 
the following two groups: 

products for       products which 
sxporfr are not exported 

but could be 
exported 

b.)    secondary products 
a smaller part of output 

products not 
characteris- 
tic for the 
sectors 
profile 

I 
products 
characteris- 
tic for the 
sectors 
profile 
but their 
weight is 
very little. 

The world market prices of the main products are immediately given. 

In ease of secondary products we use foreign exchange ràtes.    ibr 

products not characteristic for the sectors production we use average 

rates of foreign exchange calculated on national level, while for 

products characteristic but not important for the sectors main activity 

we use average rates calculated on sector level.    At the formulation of 

product groups is a basic rule in general to represent domestic 

composition of production in every sector as accurately as possible. 

Applying thi- method, the total outputs of the commodity producing 

sectors are expressed in dollar terns calculated in averse world market 

lEiçes, i.e. lineyectors of the inout-out^t table are expressed in dollar 

|erms on average world market orice i«**i*.      There are of cour89t 

several difficulties to overcome during the calculations.    »• mention 

her. a few of them»    in some sectors output is not homogeneous,  price 

calculation of a single product are usually misleading and in such 

cases we have to use price indices related to product groups, etc. 

Above we have mentioned the calculations connected with the comedi tv 

groducinn sectors.    This is, of course, not enough,    rfe have to 

calculate the outputs of service producing sectors (communication, 

J        % 
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transport, trade etc) and also output of construction.    We shall deal 

with these sectors later. 

2.    As a second step input    of commodity producing sectors has to be 

calculated taking into account average world marKet prices in dollar 

terms, i.e. column-vectorB of the input-output table has to be 

expressed in dollar terms. Since, in the first step »e calculated 

outputs of commodity producing sectors in dollar terns and intersector 

relations are given by the technical coefficients of the table, on 

this basis those domestic material inputs originating from various 

commodity producing sectors are also given in the column vectors, 

expressed in dollar terms on average world market prices. 

The next input item of the column vectors is:  import material.    Dollar 

prices of import materials however are immediately given.    The most 

complicated items of the column vector to calculate are wages and 

amortisation which has to be calculated in dollar tens too.    Calcu- 

lation of wage input starts from the so called "food basket".     Ve 

take the average world market prices of the products represented in the 

"food basket" in dollar terras.    In this way one part of the wage bill 

is expressed in a proper scale.    It is more complicate! to compute those 

services which are used by oonsumers.    Je do not have the proper methods 

yet and many possibilities are under discussion at the present time. 

The next input item of the column-vector is amortisation.    The calcu- 

lation of amortisation starts with the computations of the dollar 

values of investment expenses.    Before that, however, we have to be 

able to express the value of construction activity in dollar terms. 

The output of construction cannot be determined from commodity side. 

Therefore wages have to be determined first and later using various 

calculation methods based on wage costs expressed in dollar values 

output of construction (and in the same manner outputs of service 

producing sectors) will be computed in dollar terms too.   At the pricing 

of amortisation a special index will be used which is a quotient of the 

total domestic price of investment-replacement and foreign exchange 

price of the same aggregate.    The sum of investment and replacement is 

given in investment column of the table. 
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Th. calculations are accomplished on three price levels: 

(a) on the level of average export-import prices accepted in I96I 

among centrally planned economies in foreign trade treaties, 

(b) on the level of average Hungarian foreign trade prices with 

the western market economies,   (in cafae of products which are not 

exported to wostern markets we use the ...ethod of "price identification" 

based on the comparison of technical-economic parameters of the given 
product.) 

(c) on the level of average prices of one of the "main markets", 

tfhen the abova mentioned computations ha,ve been completed we have the 

following reaultsi    the balance of sector activity, gaino or losses 

in every sector expressed in foreign exchange terms (in dollars) and 

the net aggregated foreign exchante earnings (direct and indirect) 

for the national economy as a whole.    These calculations, however, 

are static by character.    Therefore as a third step the model has to 

be dynamised.    Since we do not have an input-output table for every 

year the foreign exchange gains or losses calculated for one base 

year have to be estimated for other year« or for a period of time on 

the basis of changes in production, in technical coefficients and in 

world market price levels.    The estimated foreign exchange gains or 

losses should be related to the for^gn exchange value of investment 
expenses in every sector. 

The calculations reflectin« foreign exchange gain« or losses by 

«ectors for I96I will be completed at the end of 1965 uJtó.dynami.ation 
of the model follows in the next 2-3 years. 

J« indicated above that the first picture is a static on., gain, or 

losses by sectors in a certain year.    Therefore the next st.p is 

to dynamise the model by interpolation, and get a picture about th. 

trends of gain, or losses.    Let us suppose as a first approach we 

are interested to know how the foreign exchange balance, of variou. 
•ectors have changed between I95I-.6I. 

J 
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Lst us suppose further that sector "A" hadt 

output 
input 

;, 200 million 
V 14Q million 

Balance of foreign 
exchange i>    6o million. 

Volume of production in Bector "A" doubled.    Foreign exchange gains 

of sector "*" interpolated only on the basis of the production index 

equal # 30 million in 1951« 

we suppose the developments in sector "A" in the la&t eleven years 

were as follows«   (in millions of 4) 

year Chain index Balance of foreign 
exchange 

Charges in balance of 
foreign exchan¿e in rela- 
tion t > the previ ou:, .year 

I95I 
I952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
lOSS 
1959 
I960 
19Ó1 

lOfJ 
110 
109 
103 
lüB 
107 
107 
I06 
106 
Ì05 
103 

30 
33 
36 
39 
42 
45 
43 
51 
54 
57 
60 

3 
6 
9 

12 
15 
13 
21 
24 
27 
3ü 

Total; I23 cillions. 

Taking into account production increase only and extrapolating changes 

of foreign exchange yields during eleven years foreign exchange 

earnings originating from sector "A" are £ 125 million total (discount 

effects are disregarded yet),    ¿e neglected for the moniert the effects 

produced by changes of the technical coeflicients la'oour power, an 

well as by world pries level movements.    These effects,  however, 

should be taken into consideration too.    The proper methods to consider 

them are not elaborated yet and various ideas are widely discussed. 

At the final end calculated foreign exchange increases by sectors 

have to be related to the foreign exchange values of invested capital 

by sectors.    Applying the method described above we expect to get the 

following results» 

W 
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(a) When the "world price model" is completed,  all basic data 

we need to calculate net foreign exchange earnings of a project, sector, 

or the national economy as a itholö are given. 

(b) ./e vili have a sound basis (difference among sectors in ret 

foreign exchange earnings)  for sectoral allocation of investment funds 

based on the principle of maximisation of net foreijn exchange earnings, 

(as the most important indicator of efficienc;- in an open econonj). 

(c) ..'ith the help of a dynamised "world price model"  we expect to 

get a good method for elaboratine* long terra investment programs. 

(d) Since we expect to be able to have all basic data in foreign 

exchange valuj it will be possible to calculate  tbr increment of 

national incóete also in foreign exchange and nave a   jlear pictur- 

about the efficiency of aggregated investment activity on sectoral and 

national level. 

*    • 

In other words, with the help of this ¡uetaod we expect to apply in 

practice our principle that in an open economy the most important 

criterion of project evaluation is the net foreign exchange earning« 

gained in the lo:;g run.    The metaci descrited above in general t.ra«, C;% 

cciro«, i* onlj, a starting point for industrial  project evaluation 

in so far as it indicates at a certain moment the net yieMa of various 

sectors on the one hand and the world price trends calcul.vea "ex-post" 

might be used as starting points for ef.ti.aatic-.-i« of world ..arkst price 

trends "ex-ante" on the other hand.     There aro  some other aspects of <• 

project evaluation in an open economy which have  to be considered in 

the preparation stage of the investment program     Because of the 

foreign trr.de sensitivity of tha economy the number of V-.^rti » 

fmors; are considerable.    The longer is the duration of "*« invast- ! 

ment program (and in many cases ve have to deal  with l5-25 /ears) the i 

bisher are the number of ''ujicmaxnJiJaçtors."       in connexion with . 

Me* degree of uncertainty th, importance of tae  "risk element» and 

the calculation of possible risk is increasing. 

ft. first question which planners aust answer is how to minimxse an 
uncertainty and ri*?    *. fir8t step . beCaU89 Qf ^.^ ^^ 
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resources and the high decree of uncertainty - to be taken is to con- 

centrate investment funds into those branches /there expected foreifçn 

exchange earnings are the highest.    In this way we choose "àending 

sectors".  The allocation of investment expenses mainly into these 

"leading sectors" and the additional and auxiliary investments 

induced by the "leading sectors" main investment expenses determine 

the investment program as a whole.   As a conre^uence of applying the 

principe of the "leading sectors" approach fcrei¿n trade sersiUvity 

of the economy ^ill increase in the lonf, run-     In bpite of this effect 

in an open economy we do not see any other possibility or way to 

achieve a considerable growth of nati or. al inco.ae,  employment and 

consumption,  in tho lon¿ run.     The concentration or scarce re.:curoea 

into a few lf-i'ine,  rectors is the ¿ey to inarcasi -y.   3 fi"' ciency. 

If the above ¡uentioned principle iß accepted some oí  the criteria for 

project evaluation are determined almost automatically.    The open 

character of the economy mateos it necoBr-iry ar.d the concentra ;KI of 

1 -.mi ted resources in to  "leading sectors" malves  possible in ,:<ener-: 1  to 

u'?e  che most modern, up to date machinery and technology for the 

constriction of new industrial   i rejects.    Probably this is one of 

the most important criterion for project evaluation in an open 

economy. 

Applying the principle of "leading sectors" approach and as a conseq- 

uence of this use of up to date technology of new projects are tue 

only real guarantees against uncertainties and risks in the long run; 

otherwise,  decreasing costs and increasing net  foreign exchange 

earnings in the lon¿ run cannot bo ensured. 

A":cording to our experience, to apply tue above ijcntio.wd means is 

still v~'c enough if the foreign trade sensitivity i3 EO high as it 

is for example in Hungary. 

An economy producing for tne   vorld „larkot and depending on it to 

a large jxtani has to be ensured againot uncertainties by "strategic 

re serve s "  whi Jh are  ible to counterbalance the effects of the 

uncertain movements in any circumstances.    The quantity and 

composition of "strategic reserves" are determined by many factors 

T"" 
_J 
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(both economic and political) but a relatively considerable part of 

national income has to be reserved for this purpose in genoral.    The 

material forms of these reserves area capacity,  labour, raw material 

and foreign exchange reserves. 

As far ae industriai project evaluation is concerned determination 

of capacity reserves lus a biu-h importance.   At the present moment we 

do not Uve the proper methods to  determine the necessary Capacity 

reserves.    One part of research efforts should be devoted to this 

object in the ne :r future.    It is obvious, uov,ever, from our present 

discissioni, that    capacity  reservo" is a e-eciul foi,a of risktaking. 

therefore the cost» of "capacity reserves" should be calculated as a 

rete of risk, anc  should be incorporated into the inputs of new 

projects as a necessary cost element.    The other forms of neee^ary 

reserves have to be calculated in the same manner.    A basic ml.  of 

development strategy in an open economy - which determines some of"" 

the criteria, for industrial project evaluation - la that balanced 

growth of the economy cannot be achieved -qthout  "stratège rea«•..» 

or in other wurda:   balance and or-ti.Tium r..t.« „,; >Jowth Cc-tl not hm 

sust:inei at the full en^o/nent of all  the re^rn,  ^JUTlll, 

labour, raw material,  foreign «xcaarue.i 

In this chapter we were trying to explain the basic ideas of "strategy* 

formulation in an op« economy and in connexion with it those raain 

criteria of project evaluation which are determined automatically by 

the development strategy.    i„ the next chapter we intond to explain 

those conditions and methods by which the above mentioned critexia 

mifcht be used in practical project planning. 

111 '    ¡fopsss of industriai oro-j^.t evaluation. 

(1)    SS^T gtep3 in settiT „r ^ustrial nrnwt. 

<• indicated in the previous chapter that the "world market price 
-de      i8 only a fir8t 8tep to caicuiate expeotQd net foreign ^ 

.-Ids ln the long ran.    The static model should be transformed to a 
dynamic one in order to formula eound inV9atffient ^.^ 

*        » 
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The first step of dynamization is the elaboration of speci-1 studia« 

about expected foreia-n market and price trend movements i.e. 

a long term estimation of future market and price trends, by main 

products or main groups of products.   We do not have wide experience« 

in this field yet and the fi rat étudies were prepared in recent ye^rs. 

Foreign and domestic market estimates and price  trend movements 

should be calculated for at least 10-15 years in order to calculate 

expected net foreign exchange e^min^s.    MarKet  studies have to be 

prepared through the following stepsi 

(a)    selection of main marKcta.    The proper selection of main marnât» 

moans we are  cnoosint-, those uiaTKet* where we are already in successful 

competition or we will have a chance for successful competition in 

the ne. r future.    In general we have to analyse the "accassibl.! 

markets."      In this respect current foreign trade practice prov.;'es 

much information to  start with.    Thia information of course is uot 

enough.    The  selection of the proper market as a first action requires 

extended research and analysis. 

estimation of capacity increases and .narl.et ¿ ,cs_ib_ilitias of (b) 
prospective competitors..    This s,tudy a. id araly.is id the ¿icst conpli- 

cated to prepare.    Limited information is the most important bottle- 

neck.    In cuse of centrally planned economies we are in a better 

position since their development targets and economic situation are 

well known,     bo vre are able to estimate their prospective capacities 

and export ability too.    To estimate trends in market econo.iu.es is 

the most difficult  taelc (business interests, government interference 

etc.    are distorting factors).    In spite of these difficulties we 

have to prepare some estimates otherwise we can not forecast 

expected supply position and price movements in the market. 

(c)    estimation of prospective chants in technology and research 

including the possibility of new technology creating new methods 

far mass substitution of the given product.    This estimate is very 

important fron the point of view of expected costs and prices. 

I— -^ 
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The importance of these preliminary studies came to li^ht in conn- 

exion with the development planning of rapidly growing industries 

such as chemical, artificial fibre, instruments, precision machinery, 

telecommunication industries etc.    In these industries calculations 

based on current price movements may cause a complete misunderstanding. 

ne are mentioning here jutt o. e ejramplei   and this is rather a class- 

ical one.    Production of B,_ \itamin has been decided on the basis of 

current world market prices,     .'hen tue capacity expansion started 

the prices were very high.    At the completion of the new project, 

prices came down to a fraction of the earlier prices. 

World Market prices of B     vitamin 1958-64.   (in dollar gramm.) 

i>.5§.  ÌS52 ±2§2. ¿2§i   1962   1963   1964 
100      05       42     16,^    "9,5       8      "676 

In spite of the importance of market and price forecasting at the 

evaluation of industrial projects,  only very few studies were 

completed until today.    This is due to various difficulties.    The 

remnants of the earlier development ideas and criteria and bottlenecks 

in information gathering hampered the elaboration of the above mentioned 

studies.    Notwithstanding these facts preparation of ,,arket and price 

forecasting studies has been carried on since the I9ó0's.    The first 

experimental studies were connected with the development of mathe- 

matical programming in two sectors,    in artificial fibre and in 

aluminium industries.    On the following pages vre will explain the 

main steps of these experiments. 

¿labor^tion of price forecasting studies. 

The research work started in 1963 and its aim vis to predict the 

expected world market price level in dollar terms for I975 for 

soae artificial fibre and for aluminium. 

(a)    Planners have gathered all information about production condition, 

and technolo^ of the product.    On this basis - taking into account 

that discovered technoloöical results will be applied - the, calculated 

the expected cost level of 1975   (direct material,labour inputs etc.) 

*        • 

#       0 
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Tue cost level gained for 1975 has been expressed in dollar valieb 

and it was considered as a minimum level of the expecced pvic-j. 

They have also presumed that in case of introduction of a new tech- 

nology between research and mass implementation about 6-12 years are 

required.    Therefore this process would not change the nain ^rice 

trends for the calculated period of time.    They came to the conclu- 

sion that in 1975 tha expected uir.iaiusi level of price will be equal 

with the cost of the product. 

(b)    Prices had been analysed fox- tne last 10-¿0 years "export" by 

products and by main producers.    At first, ¿Oine^tic prices were cal- 

culated and expressed in dollar t«rms by countries.    Sprea^in¿ was 

very high and the prices were considerably far from the price level 

of the Hungarian import.    Planners then presumed that Hungarian 

import prices from market ecoacmiee in the base year were objective 

and real prices and they transposed the price lines of various 

countries upon the level of Hungarian effective import prices.    In 

this way price changes were related to the avjra„e Hungarian import 

price in the base year,    ^fter that they constructed regression 

functions and fitted curves to the vöriouu ^ric^s ani in this manner 

prices have been expressed in the function of tine.    The trend lines 

and zones covered by the curves clearly indicated world price move- 

ments "ex-post."    These export analyses have been used as starting 

points to   'ex-ante" price analysis. 

(c )   AS a third step expected export market changes have been 

estimated taking into account prospective capacity increases of the 

main producers and changes in demand.    The lack of information in 

this field was the biggest. 

In case of new products current prices were taken as dynamised 

median values.    The uncertainty of price xevel in this case was 

indicated by a higher degree of oscillation around the current level. 

further research has tried to take into account as meny factors as 

possible.    In case of artificial fibres production ior example,  various 

raw materials are used such ast bensol,  fenol/  toluol, paraxilol, 
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the .o called aromatic Compounds.    Since these products are produced 

from the same basic material (coal bitumen or by petro chemistry) 

market analysis had to deal with all of them at once.    After the 

11 „orld-.ar raw material basis of artificial fibres production has 

shifted from the coal base to the petro chemical base and this change 

influenced prices more than msny other chants in technology, skill 

etc.    Therefore special attention had to be devoted to oilprice 

estimates.    These examples indicate tie difficulties confronting 

market and price forecasting.    Interrelationships of world price 

movements also have to oe confaiderei.    For the period of 1953-60 

price correlation computation nas been applied between various product 

prices. 

On the basis of "ex-post" correlation coefficients planners estimated 

"i.n e^pectei correlation" for 1975 etc.    After "ex-post" ai:a]ysi¡: has 

been completed they calculated export prices.    Sxnce these products 

were not produced and exported befor.,, export prices were calculated 

from import prices presumine that Hungarian export can not realise 

better prices than the western competitors.    Therefore the export 

price shouli be calculated lover by the double of transportation 

coòt3 as the import price.    In addition so.ie price Io¿>áes had to be 

taken into consideration due to expected discrimination policies etc. 

(This factor was neglected with regard to raw and semi-finished 

products). 

With these methodological arp^cta price of aluminium has been calculated 

as follows: 

(l)    prospective costs of 1 ton of aluminium based on expected 
conditions of production. 

Electric energy 
Aluminious earth 
Kriolit and aluminium 
flourid 
Electrodes 
Labour costs 

14.500 kwh     0,45 ¿ 
1.91    tons 60,      j¿ 

50 kg      33       f. 
600 kg        ?,5   ¿ 

17,6 hours   2        f> 

65 v 
115 ; 

17 ï 
33 J 
35 : 

total: 
Züti.nated amortisation and overhead expenses 

total 

265 ¿ 
165 » 

*>   • 

) • 

430 

L 
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Tre expected cost level  ; 430 is equal with the expected mi ri: .um ¿r.'ce 

level.    Aluminium price data have been collected and trauijo^ed   ipor. 

the level of Hungarian export price (western) and later has been 

deflated. 

(see table on next page.) 

(a) 'e can not formulato a regression function because there are 

three different periods 

(i)    between 1923-50 prices declined considerably 

(ii) Letrt-eeu 1950-58 prices increased considerably 

(iii)  after I958 prices declined slir.htly. 

(b) Takinj into account mar-set factors the rising trend of aluminium 

prices hat ato^pei.    A relatively stable or slightly decreasing  price 

level can be expected because prices did not follow decreasing ccscs 

(effects of monopolistic producers.) 

(c) Capacities increased and are rising further slightly while a 

decreasing rate of use of aluminium producta is hiçl.l,,  probable. 

(d) Presumably price level  will oscillate arouni production costs. 

(e) The minimum expected cost level ¿ 430/to:i. If the expected price 

will be equal with ¿ 430 the American producers can not hold this 

level since American labour costs are higher  than * 2/h.    Therefore 

the difference betvieen U.S. domestic and international pricj levels 

will increase. 

(f) International commercial price of aluminium in 1970-75 will 

fluctuate presumably around ¿ 430- ¿ 450/tou. 

hen foreign market and world price forecasting are ready we are still 

in the stage of preparation and a number of further investigations are 

still left.    Special studies have to be prepared about the following 

topics: 

Evaluation of import possibilities, including capital import by 

countries or relations (from centrally planned economies,  from market 

J 
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Aluninum prie«'. 

Canada.J Norwfü SlunßarylUSA JU,K. ! France .i-J^ll } . . ufiu-.ny 

A à  ton litoti ¡£/ton! PR/^ùO J lira/tun \  Du/tun 

1938 926 314 38.100 5 74.0(X) 2.900 

1948 122 
1949 125 
1950 413 391 120 21.60^ 323.000 2.100 

1951 4?6 93 18.100 366.OGO 2.114 

1952 2.940 /•51 :J9 21.9OO 3^8.560 k."r-0 

1953 437 3.:-1o 434 157 21.520 39P.Ô80 ¿.¿'1 

1954 444 3.C70 525 4o? 152 22.000 379.000 2.2Ó0 

1955 485 3.210 63b 4;7 156 22.000 390.ÜOO 2.210 

IC56 525 3.55O 497 508 177 21.300 422*0« A 2.IGO 

lüc,7 531 3.800 504 5?2 104 21.600 421.000 2.2*0 

1958 507 3.C30 520 506 182 2I.9OO 403 130 ? 130 

1959 504 3.500 470 505 177 22.6CO 410-000 ?. "/j 

I960 516 3.56O 474 531 ieo 22.5OO 412.000 2.-..0 

Changes of the above prices deflated by wholesale price index 

and transposed upon Hungarian export prices in i960 (to 

»estern markets). 

673 

489 
493 
526 
526 
530 
513 
504 
519 
497 
474 
474 

ln38 825 825 802 658 
1949 322 
1949 360 
1950 379 350 317 455 370 
1951 336 246 384 421 
1952 394 364 365 460 445 
1953 403 417 403 412 455 445 
1954 408 408 525 388 403 464 436 
1555 436 426 638 436 412 464 450 
1956 434 47S 497 436 455 450 434 
1957 439 508 504 464 484 455 484 
IS 58 464 489 520 450 479 459 459 
1959 464 489 470 450 469 479 409 
i960 474 474 474 474 474 474 474 

•sources: Preise, Löhne, Wirtschaftsrechnungen, 

Reihe 8. ,<isbaúen 

UN ..onthly Bulletins- 

New York, national statistic» etc. 

4    • 

)  t 
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econonies «to.)    At this stage we may use the information gathered 

earlier in connexion with market and price forecasting. 

Calculation of the expected reserves:  Based on market analysis we 

have to estimate future changes and calculate optimum size capacity, 

labour, raw material reserves, and foreign exchange stocks necessary 

to counter-balance any eventuality. 

Estimation of integration and cooperation possibili ties, by countries 

and relations taking into account existing trade connections and 

treaties. 

Estimation of domestic market develo prints.  In this study the open 

character of the economy also plays a very important role.    Not 

only raw material and machinery but consumers tastes and habite are 

also often "imported".    Therefore we have to use the method of 

extrapolation based on domestic norms, and the so called "comparativ» 

analysis" which follows the development of more advanced countries, 

analyses development of consumption in those countries expecting that 

similar consumption patterns will dominate domestic markets etc. 

(2)    Analysis of domestic resources.    This study should oontain the 

folloi/in¿i items'. 

(a) Natural resources;  (Energy resources, ¡jeolo¿ical resources 

minin6 productb etc.) 

(b) ¿xistin^, capacitv.;    volume,  age,  technical level, possibility 

of reconstruction or expension,  capacity of construction by sectors 

and in the economy ab a whole. 

(c) Labour force i  actual labour force,  reserves, lon¿ run demographic 

estimates etc. 

(à)    Material resources»    Ctock and compojition of raw material semi- 

finished and finished products (import material separately). 

(e)     Foreign exchange situation;    analysis of the balance of payment« 

position, debts and foreign exchange reserves etc. 

J 
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(3) Preparation of a preliminary investment, 2£?£SS£* 

When all the above mentioned inxoruiation is collected and the main 

targets and political-scouomic aspacts of a long' term development 

strategy are formulated a preliminary investment program should be 

prepared containing a hypothetical allocation of investment fund« 

and indicating the "leading sectors" and the most important, large 

•ingle projects by sectors.   This iß what we may call primer investment 

decjsioru 

(4) Optimum computations on sector and national level with mathe- 

matical programming taking the maximisation of net foreign oxchange 

earnings   or (and) minimisation of import ex^nses as ba3ic criteria. 

At this stage thrue problems should be solved: 

(a) the sector model computations should produce an optimum variant 

for the sector aa    a whole and optimum variant« for the most important 

single projects within the sector. 

(b) the model of the national economy should produce an optimum 

allocation amon^ sectors. 

(c) the model of the national economy should control the preliminary 

investment program. 

Finally planners should have a quantitative form of criteria for 

project evaluation. 

In this respect we are £lad to introduce a new Hungarian experiment 

in procesa   initiated by the Hungarian Planning Board in connexion 

with 111.  Pive Year Flan.    The experiment started in 1963 and the 

object of it is to prepare a long- tern plan by mathematical programming. 

As far as we are informed this is the firU experiuent of this kind in 
a planned economy. 

Programming on national level means a series of calculations by 

computers.    The computations will be arranged in four stag«: 

(1)    basic computations on sector level 

*    • 
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(2) sensitivity computation« on sector level 

(3) basic computation» on the level of the national economy a« a 

whole 

(4) »enaitivity computatiotiS on national level. 

(a) Basic computations on sector level. 

There are 39 sectors in thd national model. 

might change somewhat during the research), 

folloiist 

1. Bauxi t-Aluminium 
2. Leather-shoe-peltry 
3. Food industryt vegetable oil 
4. " " t  milling, beer, vine 
5. " "  î meat, poultry, milk 
6. " "  : sugar, alcohol 
7. ' "  ¡ canned food 
8. Building materials brick, cement 
9. " "          :  panel 

10. Construction 
11. Machinery ;  vehicles 
12. " ;   ügriculturai machines 
13. " :  engine - freight car-coach 
14. •' ,  ship building - crane 
15. " ;   instruments 
16. '' •  caEting 
17. Telecommunication goods I. 
18. " II. 
19. Transportations railroad 
20. " : automobile 
21. Oil production 
22. Oil processing 
23. Agriculture; cereals 
24. " 1 animal products 
23. "    t potcitoes-vegetables 

26. " : fodier 
27. " : fruits 
28. Artificial fibre 
29. Chemical fertiliser 
30. Paper 
31. Coal mining 
32. Organic basic chemical I. 

33. " -* 
34. Textile-clothing;  siLc-cotton 
35. " i  wool-linen-heap 
36. Chemieali  except 28. 29. 32. 33. 
37. Iron metallurgy: iron-steel 
38. "1  plates 
39. Eleotric energy 

(The number of sectors 

These sectors are as 
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Sector activities includi; production and foreign traie,  fop «ampi«! 

textile export-import are included in textile eoctors.    Each of the 

sector models are dealing with 6-10 groups of products.  (»re will call 

them products,)    In exceptional ca36S we have one homogeneous product 

(electric energy) in the majority o; sectors we ara daaling with groups 

of products (product agjre^ites.)    In Borne sectors "product" means a 

service (f.i. in sector railroad - volume of transported goods etc.). 

The model in general deals with atout 350 products.     ,J£.ch product is 

connected with various alternative ''activities". 

Activity alternatives of product "A". 

!   Product  'V."   ' 

fproduction in 1970 ' import in 1970 

in old       in recon    < in new 
factories structed      facto- 

1,2 
i factories 
xl,2 

ries 

from cent- 
rally plan- 
ned econo- 
mies 

1.5   

lmi erpyrt in 197Q 

from marKet 
economies 
x. Ll,6 

to centrally 
planned | 
economies     ! 
Xl,7 

to market 
economies 
x. 1.8 

with tech- 
nology 
"A" 

with tech- 
nology "B" 
x. 

Id. 
1,4 

1       t 

Each product, of course, vili not be connected witn the same activities 

in every case but only with those activities which are applicable by 

economic considerations to the given product.    In special cases (trans- 

portation, communication etc.) special activities are connected, 

determined by the economic nature of the product. 

One sector model in general contains 6O-80 activities.    The volvne of 

various activities ara indefinite, they are the variables of the model. 

Computations should ¿eternine the volume,  (quantity)  of i,       ....x 
*• . .X.     -     ... .X. 

1,3 l,n. 

The sector program is determined by abrogated activities of a sector 

model.    The program is the amount of such type of numbers ae; 

'1,1* °» 1,2*   S000 etc.    In other wordaj  the program provides targets 
for all the 6O-8O activities. 

)  « 
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Th« determined sector program will provide an answer for the following 

questions« 

(1) What quantity of each product should be produced in 1970? 

(2) What are the projects for which technology should be constructed 

during 1966-70 in order to achieve the optimum eize production in 1970? 

(3) What should be done '.nth the old capacities existing on 1 January 

I966?    (working further,  reconstruction or discarding). 

(4) What kind and what size of new factories should be built? 

(5) What should be exported/imported in what quantity,  to/from wlich 

country? 

The model deals with the plan prepared by traditional methods as an 

official program.    The targets elaborated by traditional methods 

(balance method)  represent only ono of the possible variants.    The 

model produces more variants and provides an opportunity for simultaneous 

comparison of a number *>f alternatives.    The program is an aggregated, 

complete production, investment,   technical development, export-import 

plan of a sector at the same time.    The x values, variables,  of cours« 

can not be determined voluntarily.      The program should contain several 

real limitine factors. 

Ths reality of the program depends on the reality of the limiting 

factors.   (Such limiting factors are for examplet  the upper limit of 

export, capacity limits,  technological proportion within the sector 

etc.)    Therefore the elaboration of preliminary studies we mentioned 

earlier has a decisive importance from the point of view of realistic 

model and program construction,   since the limitin,, factors of a 

pT.riflTam should be determina by those preliminary studies,     .ie may 

draw up a sliple schcmsof relationships between limitine factors 

and program as follows; 

T*~ 
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No more resources can 
be used as indicated 
by the official 
program 

These we may call: sectoral 
input of the mathematical 
program. 
Investment (construction, 
domestic machinery, import 
machinery, labour, wage fund, 
important materials, 
energy, transportation 
capacity etc.)  

progra tra 

foreign 
ejcc hange 
earnings 
must lie 
higher 
as in the 
official 
program 

Easults; _______________ 
lío lest, output as in the 
official program 

This we nuj CE il :   t. e choral 
output of tht Ti\t;itfaticai 
program: 
output for iciv; ••tic use 
outrut for erpu:t 

Object function of the model 

net foreign exchange eamings-max *   • 

Basic computations on sector level are prepared with linear programm- 

ing i.e. both limiting factors and function are given in the form of 

linear equations. 

(b) sensitivity computations on sector level. 

One part of limiting factors at a certain uoment is independent of the 

will of planners (capacity limits) another part of them can be changed 

during the period of calculations (investment funds). 

.ihen the optimum program has been computed already computation of 

cumulative effects induced by any of the changes in various factors 

of the model is very easy. The object of sensitivity computations is 

to measuro the effects caused by changes of one or another factor 

for the sectors program as a whole. Therefore, the sensitivity compu- 

tations play a decisive role in the process of project evaluation as 

well as in formulation of criteria for project evaluation. Changing 

construction expenses for exanple wo are able to see the effects of 

this change on the ^hole investment activity of the sector, moreover 

charges in output, export, import etc. might be considered also. 

To construct a sectoral model may take from one to two years of hard 

research work. Bat once the model is ready, computation of a given 

>  t 
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program or a sensitivity analysis will not require more than a few 

hours to accomplish on computers. 

(c) Basic computations on national level. 

The object of these computations is to fine1, the optimum allocation 

proportions amon^ sectors uy mathematical programming.    This method 

is called in the Hungarian literature:  "two levai planning" or 

method of "iteration".    The substance of the methjd ie that sectoral 

models are aggregated into a large united national model.   The olject 

function of the national model is the maximization of the r.3i foreign 

exchange earnings of the national economic activity,  ero^r^l in 

dollar terms.    As a starting point,  limiting factors aro  >••:-:.r\ from 

the official development program.      These limiting factors as:  reali- 

sation possibilities,   capacity limits, investment funds, labour etc. 

are aggregated on national level by traditional methods for the time 

being.    At national level the variables (the x's)  of the model are the 

optimum allocation proportions (among sectors) - including investment 

fund allocation - applying the function,  net foreign exchange earnings 

of the economy as a whole shouli be - max-» _^-, .    The national model 

contains about 2500 variables (x)  and as in case of sector models it is 

presumed      thut no more resources  v/ill be used and no less output will 

be produced as by the  official plan but more foreign exchange earnings 

should be gained during the same period of time as in the case of 

sector models. 

(d) Sensi ti vity computations on national level. 

The object of national level sensitivity computations is to measure 

the cumulative effects of any factors on the others.      ¡e would like to 

knorf, for example, the effect of a decrease of investment funis on 

consumption,  export or on sectoral allocation of investments, labour 

etc. and sensitivity computations will provide it easily if the model 

and the optimum size of various activities are already determined. 

At the present moment we can not give a detailed list of mathematical 

apparatus and other methods used in model or program construction since 

the research work is  Just in the process.    Some of the advantages of 

L 
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thi» planning method, however, can be described already in this stage. 

(1) In case of traditional planning (oalar.ce method)   "complex 

coordination" i.e. measuring the effects of pertial changes through 

all the balances and plan targets is extramely difficult (usually 

imposeible within a short period of time).    In the model however, 

plan coordination is mechanised since every important plan target 

is   included in one simultaneous system of linear equations. 

Changes in various parameters could be controlled almost automatically 

in every segment of the model. 

(2) In traditional planning, planning of economic activities and 

prices are separated.    By the programming model thetie  two kinds of 

activities are connected and we get a   'calculative price system," 

called "shadow price system".   In this way» we ¡a&y calculate the 

following items quite exactly» rate of interebt for existing capacities 

(fix capital),  rate of interest ( ¿Co.   )  for investment, vagetaxes, 

rent, minèrent, rate of exchanges (Z ,  Rbl.) export-import duties, 

dotation etc.     Therefore a real price system can be built up which 

reflects scarcities and possible development goals at  the same time. 

( /e intend to  return to these questions of shadow prices of the 

efficiency computations of single projects.) 

(3) With the help of programming we are producing variants for 

various activa ti ss which are impossible to calculate with traditional 

(balance) raethods. 

It is obvious from the requirements of model building ani program 

determining that a number of parameters and factors built into the 

model should be considered before model construction.     ,ie have 

mentioned some of them before when we described special studies 

needed in the preliminary  stage of project evaluation  (market analysis, 

price trend estimates, analysis of existing resources etc.) 

In order to get the numerical forms of criteria lor project evaluation 

by programming, some other aspects - in addition to the earlier mentioned 

studies - should be considered. 
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(4)   Technical and economic parameters of raroftucts. 

Technical-economic parameters of a product will  influence tie produc- 

tion costs,  technical quality, technology, as well as inves jnent 

expenses,  expected prices, marketing» ability for competition etc. of 

a given product.    Theee parameters of course are different i :>r each 

product and,   therefore, methods to measure then are also different. 

The simplest methods are in caces where natural qualitite detemire 

the basic parameters of a product,   (f.e.   primer energy bearers, 

coal,  oil,  raw materials in general, products fron eytrccting indus- 

tries.)    Many agricultural products (natural endowment,  weather 

conditions etc. influence the special quality of the product) I?long 

to the  same group since expected markets  and pricts depend to a 

large extent on the special, natural qualities of tno product.    In the 

oase of homogeneous products (artificial  fibres)  product analysis 

by technical-economic  parameters is not so complicated.    In other 

branches, however, in machinery and other rapidly developing branches 

where product quality analysis is indispensable for efficiency compu- 

tations  there is no other way of comparieon by technical economic 

parameters or as we may call the process:   product identification by 

parameters.    Product analysis is not very developed in our country; 

we have only a few years of ex:erience but we quote here an example 

of product identification in order to indicate  the importance of 

product analysis for project evaluation,     A comparison has been made 

between two 7.V. sets.    One is a product of a ¿est German Company, 

the other is a Hungarian product. 

The steps of product identifications 

(a)    ¿etormination of  technical-economic parameters. 

(1)    Selectivity measured byt field amplification (u V ) 

(2) Linearity ti « * 

(3) Tube size it t cm 

(4) Line frequency ii i lines 

(5) Channels ii i no. 

(6) Automatic functions " i no.   ( i no.   (like»   brightness,  etc. 
remote control) 
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(7) Adaptability measured byj    W 

(8) Weight ••     i    kg 

(9) S:.t» "     t    m3 

«Ml» 

(b)    Compari «on of parame tars. 

parameters German TV set Hungarian TV set 

absolute     relative points aorolute relative points 

1. Selectivity 100 nV 0.5 50 nV 
2. Linearity max 3 i» 0.66 max 2 i> 
3. Tube size 53 cm 0.9 59 cm 
4. Line frequency 500 lines 0.9 550 lines               1 
5. Channels 11 no 0.9 12 no 
6. Automatic 

functions 4 no 1.0 4 no 
7. Adaptability 180 W 1.0 200 H 0.9 
8. Weight 38 kg 0.93 35**3 

o.ioo or y. Size C.122 m 0.8 

Rumbar of points 
collected, totali 7.59 8.9 

The parameters of the bettor product are taken as 1 unit and th. 

parameters of the otner product are related to the former in proportions 

of natural measurement weights.    This in expressed by adding the 

relative points.    The more points a product collected the higher is it« 

quality,    ,/ith the above described point system technical parameters 

have been compared on the basis of a common denominator.    In this case 

the Hungarian product proved to be a better one since its parameters 

were better in 7 cases, the samj in one, and worse in one case. 

(5)    Choice of technological variants. 

In the stage of preparation all the available technologic»! variants 

should be collected at.d considered.    At this stage we do not have 

to choose and evaluate them.    The programming model, of course, will 

limit the number of possible technological variant, (the number of 

variables will be limited by computer capacity and time etc.) but we 

have to have an idea about all the possible variant, before we .tart 
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model building.    In case we came to the conclusion that do lestic tech- 

nology is not available or obsolete we have to analyse (a)  the poss- 

ibility to develop a new domestic technology or (b) to imi ort the 

technology from abroad by purchasing the licence.    In case of possible 

development of a domestic technology,  the time of ree3arch and 

experimentation as well as material-technioal-personnei preconditions 

should be taken into consideration and calculated at projoct programming, 

how the technology will influence the instalment, capacity, etc. of 

the new project.   (In connection with the artificial fibre programming 

for example, planners considered 19 technological variants).   In our 

recent practice unfortunately already in stage of preparation tech- 

nological variants are limited considerably since official plan 

targets (calculated by balance method) limit or determine investment 

fund» in each sector and investment of imported machinery is also 

limited, therefore these conditions are reflected in the sector model 

as limiting factors.   Only a few variants could be taken into consid- 

eration in present practice and this reduces the possibility to find 

ths real optimum later by the efficiency computations. 

(6)    Machinery.   (Domestic or imported.) 

Machinery requirements should be determined on the basis of an analysis 

of possible technological variants.    In connexion with plannsd machinery 

the following aspects should be tüten into account: 

(a) Purchasing possibilities of main machines and appliances of ths 

project, (domestic or imported). 

(b) Time of deliveries (domestic-imported) 

(c) Expected prices of machinery at the moment of purchasing (in cas« 

of imported machinery foreign exchange prices should be considered) 

and other conditions of delivery (spare and reserve parts, costs of 

delivery, insurance, guarantees etc.) 

(d) Required space of machinery and a plan of bui Idi iv. site are 

extremely important. 
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In this plan we have to consider; what technological processes are 

connacted and in which building are the;' located;  also, which tech- 

nological processes will be located outside buildings» under what 

conditions etc. 

(7) Construction capacity. 

After technology and machinery has been considered a construction 

capacity analysis has to be elaborated containing the following 

aspects! 

(a) plan of required buildiis#s 

(b) information about available construction capacities (local or 

not local) and technology (mechanised, prefabricated locally etc) 

(c) expected costo of construction (talcing into account all special 

construction requirements.) 

(d) expected technology of heating, electricity,  water supply, canals, 

climatic applianceE etc. and special construction needs in connexion 

with them. 

(e) System of transportation and construction needs of the planned 

transportation system. 

(f) time of completion of all buildings, roads etc 

There are many other construction activities, however. They have to 

be taken into account later at tho preparation of detailed blueprint 
work. 

(8) Estimation of the optimum size of capacity. 

When all the above mentioned information is at hand a preliminary 

?*timate of optimum sise should be prepared taking into account-, local 

labour power, needs of local infrastructure and related investments, 

transportation costs, geographical location, reserve capacities and 
several other points. 

(9) ^-Pected time of technics»} planning fhluep-inf ) and realisation^ 

Time of completion should be estimated in two partsi 
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(a) time requirements of technical planning 

(b) time requirements of realization. 

The aggregated time of a project construction is the total amount of 

required time mentioned at the earlier steps of preparation stage 

plus the time of blueprint work and realization.    The aggregated time 

requirements consist:   (a) time of preliminary studies,    (b)  time of 

technice.1 planning,  (c)  time of realization.    The time requirements of 

preliminary studies should be taken into consideration in the same 

manner as the other elements.    This aspect is usually negleotel in 

spite of the fact that costs are involved, 

(10) Required infrastructure    (social not local) 

These aspects of project planning can not be considered at project 

level.    Central planning bodies should provide norms and information 

at every project.    This factor can be calculate! by input-output 

analysis only. 

(11) Methodolog of choice. 

One of the most widely discussed problems of project evaluation in 

Hungary is the evaluation of project variants, the comparison of 

efficiency of various projects. Despite the officially prescribed 

efficiency computations since 1957 many Hungarian economists do not 

agree with computations accomplished by the official methodology. 

The authors belcng to these economists. Later we intend to discuss 

the applied formulas used in official efficiency calculations. The 

first problem of efficiency calculations applied officially is conn- 

ected with the price system  Until now prices are centrally admin- 

istered fixed prices and their function is to help implement central 

development decisions. Therefore prices should be diverted from the 

real costs. As a conséquence fictitious prices liave been formulated 

as a substitution for prices reflecting real costs in order to 

provide economic orientation for project evaluation and these are 

«"ailed efficiency calculations. 

Evaluation methods used in these calculations might be divided in two 

nain groupât 
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(a) methods based on the evaluation of labour cost» 

(b) methods of normative evaluation 

Methods of the first group are not suitable for efficiency calcula- 

tions in our opinion,     ie will try to ;*ove our statement later at 

the critical analysis of domestic official efficiency computations, 

rfithin the second group we may distinguish two types of evaluation 

methods: 
(a) evaluation based on the real world market prices which might 

be realised by foreign trade "world market price model" and 

(b) shadow prices gained in mathematical programming.    We mentioned 

the first method eerlier.    Experiments with the second type started 

in Hungary under the influence of Novozsilov and Kantorovics and the 

economists working with it are trying to use a systtim of shadow 

prices for efficiency calculations.    The point of the matter is to 

create an optimum program for the economy as a whole by measuring 

prig'--.: resources (existing capacities, labour,  naturul endowment) 

and secondary resources (created during the program period by activ- 

ities included in the program and these may beï   semifinished and 

final products) and by relating them to a target function of the 

natjonal economy as a whole.    The optimum program is that one which 

satisfies most the conditions formulated by the target function of 

the economy.    According to the opinion of these economists it would 

not be proper to determine the tar6et function as the maximization 

of national income or "net income" since these categories are calcu- 

lated at distorted present prices and this would influence unfavourably 

the program and distort it. 

Therefore target function should be determined as a maximum of net 

foreign exchange earnings for the economy as a whole.    The optimum 

program is developed on the ba3is of scarce resources (labour, wage 

fund, existing quantity of arable land, geological resources, 

accumulation) fix and circulating capital (foreign exchange funds 

etc.)      The results of programming are:  (a) elaboration of an 

optimum plan in accordance with the target function,    (b)    a system 

of calculated shadow prices indicating "yields" of factors of 
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production (which will reflect scarcities) and these »hadow price« 

are considered ae "normative criteria" of activity (project)  evalua- 

tion.    Since scarcities of production factors are reflected in 

ehadow prices,  the higher the scarcity of a factor the higher will 

be the shadow price or yield of the given factor.      Through this 

method they intend to determine the yields of invested resources, 

(rate of return) or the "efficiency coefficient."   In other words 

they intend to substitute real market by a mathematical model of 

the economy playing the real market games with a fictitious market. 

In oonnexion with practical use of the nethod several questions and 

doubts should be answered yet.    »ie mention here some of them« 

.ihather all market relationships could be included into the model 

or not (taking into account necessar„  abstractions and simplifi- 

cations)?    Is it possible to substitute the real market games? 

How and what mathematical methodu can be used to determine the 

optimum plan?    Are shado./ prices suitable for reil price formation? 

How can vre follow changes of productivity?    .¿hat is the period of 

time when shadow prices provide a realistic orientation etc?    And 

these questions are not answered yet.    The othsr possibility we 

mentioned was to use world market prices (prices of a real market) 

as a basa for evaluation.    It is an accepted principle today (even 

officially) at every form of efficiency computations that we should 

calculate the results of economic activities by applying inter- 

national market prices.    Discussions are going on only about one 

aspect of the matter;    whether we may use world market prices 

at the calculation of inputs or not?    In our opinion,  there is really 

no ether way available.    Cince input-output technique is quite 

developed in our country and foreign trade plays a decisive role 

while computer capacity is scarce, experiencesin model building« 

are limited and the required time of model building ia long we have 

to use the method at hand in practice as soon as possible and 

experiment with others in the meantime. 
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IV.   Actual practice of project evaluation.    A criticai approach. 

( 1 )    Some institutional a&pacts. 

Mithin the limited epace of this short paper we can not analyse 

the whole system of planning.-'     Therefore we will focus our 

attention on those features of balance method which we consider 

important from the point of viev of project evaluition. 

The balances compare investment resources and needs.    Needs are 

determined by the rate of growth of national income.    Therefore every 

investment expenditure (or project) is deeded efficient which ensures 

the planned rata of growth of national income.    The balance method 

therefore exactly reflecto the requirements of an extensive type 

development strategy  wLere the most important criteria of investment 

or project evaluation are the maximum level of production and employ- 

ment produced by them.    The producing unit» are directed by centrally 

elaborated obligatory and addressed plan targets and they are 

interested in -sollbction of resources for the fulfillment of the plan. 

Lince investment fur.ds are provided centrally every entorprise is 

interested in securing the maximum amount of investment resources 

in order to ensure its most rapid development irrespective of the 

fact   whether this is favourable or the most efficient use of 

resources for the national economy as a whole or not.    In consequence 

of thic system of direction ani planning,  inducement to invest is 

very hijfe and a special "absorption eflec^" develops from enterprises 

for central investment funds. 

The central planning of investments with balance methods can net 

take into account properly the retirements of realization on world 

markets i.e.  the open character of the economy.    The target is to 

maximize national income and aapects of market relations are 

necessarily pushed aside. 

Cne of the main objects oí antral planning by balance method is 

to ensure the consistency of the plan.    In order to have a consistent 

plan balances suppose the allocation of production factors (from the 
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point of view of qualitative tvaililriua) at a presumed rate of growth 

of national income irrespective of tne a-pects of efficiency, 

(criteria of efficiency arve been determined almost automatically 

by the desired rata of growth).    There is no opportunity to formulate 

real variante as wall as for choosing the "leading sectors" based on 

efficiency criteria determined by the open character of the economy. 

I'harefore efticiÇ"cir C¿-1"''l^S}o:j¿JâTlJ?£l.c^r,P.ni,clly connected with 
rll* i'"1-''^^i. "Ys+C^'    Th'¿.-e ara tl?e ¡eran re- ¿onu v;Ly - for a long 

P"riw¡ oí' t;,..e be i.ir e i'//! - eff ic:.¿:icy calculations for investaent 

planning v/cru not eIaso\ated at all. 

'.'e try to use  efficiency o^lou.'U'.tiora for each pro0ect since 1S57- 

Rox-cv.r tli e  : cl i at : A I -y '>f thor.e ccr. :>i tatJ ons is  very doubtful. 

In tr.;r/' ci-;"   ;^.¡, <"";,. ri. -t- •• une il.-TI t'' prove  th<*t r-rtarl ..^rir^nt of 

this or thi t  ;~oj;o. t is very eificiyvl and  the  stata haa to provide 

the fi...1'.; fe.- th'.Tü rtc.    Dieter+od prices are raisin* also several 

dou>••'•.a as to ho;/ rcüiabls  these eaiciL-tior.s miga-; ba.     Th^se 

re..". >or¿s amone .-nary others bave !•:! to the revaaion of tn^ present 

system of direction and planning which are under discusión in 

theae dayti, and a ve form of direction and p.ianninc methods is 

exp-'ctjá in the near future.    On the foliowin¿ pa^es we intend to 

ana1.^ w ..icthods and formulas in U3e for project evaluation in 

preL-:.it practice. 

(2)    Invent -.er.t programet  plan targets,  i"cijpenta in s»"?e of 

pro.ject pre p.. ration and ¿"ortccain, ,3. 

Project evaluation in the present practice is connected or rather 

a part of investment planning.    After the necessity of a new 

capacity arises during pLannin¿,   the economic-technical preparation 

of the project is considered and preparation starte.    In sta&e of 

preparation the main object   is to unsure the consistency Letwoen th« 

plan and ainfcle projects.    Since projects should be authorized by 

central planning authorities,   tuese authorities order investors to 

collect the information required for plan coordination and economic- 

technical control of the proposed project.    This collection of 

centrally prescribed documents is called "Code of investment." 
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The duration of preparation is the ttae required from the collection 

of documents until decision making. The following documents hare to 

be prepared during the preparation staba; 

(a) "The object" of the investment. 

The elaboration of the "object" of investment is  the dut;' of 

f»i .tir. r\ties responsible on various lévela.    Thj.»  document contains 

••i: >cc  -ata wrach prove tne economic necessity of  the project as 

well aa the initial data required for control.     These data are as 

followsi 

(1) description of the project, 

(2) geographic location, 

(3) ¡nain data of investor, 

(4) data of final realization, 

(5) expected value of production annually etc. 

The first shortcomings are coming to light already here.    Planners 

ueually do not have the targets of the long term plan when they 

have to prepare the "object" of a project and a lack of coordination 

is inevitable. 

(b) The location of the project. 

In this document investor should prepare two papers abouti 

(1) location of the project and 

(2) establishment of the project. 

In connexion with location and establishment th« problem is that 

while sectoral allocation is decided during national planning, 

geographical location remaina for the preparation of projects.    There- 

fore there is a lack of synchronisation between regional planning and 

project planning.    Complete regional development  plans are not ready 

yet when investor should locate the project. 

(c) Investment program 

Concerning preparation of project evaluation the investment progran 

is the basic document.    Therefore we will try to analyse this part 

« 
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in a rather detailed torn, especially those aspects concerning effic- 

iency calculations.    The investment program is divided into various 
chapters. 

The investment program theoretically has four functions, they arei 

(1) to prove the necessity of the project 

(2) to summarise economie-financial-technical requirements of the 
project 

(3) to analyse efficiency of the project 

(4) to locate the project. 

Investment program should be prepared for every project above certain 

limits.    These limits are differentiated by sectors.    The program 

should be elaborated for the basic project but related investment 

needs should be included too.    In order to ensure special aspects 

of trade, projects are claesified in seven groups ast    general 

industrial, food industry, transportation-comraunication, agricultural, 

apartment-health-social-cultural and administrative projects,  public 

works, and storage projecte.    Special aspects of each of the trades, 

of course, can not be solved within those narrow limits.    Therefor« 

central direction usually allov;« investors to prepare additional 

documents reflecting trade specialities.    Investment program includes 

the following information of a project« 

Chapter 1. 

(a) motivation of production increase (domestic market, export 
increment etc.) 

(b) necessity of the project (a comparison or balancing of domestic 

demand and import with expected capacity increases produced by the 
new project.) 

(c) motivation of accepted technology 

(d) motivation of geographic location 

(•)    list of related projects (declarations of all the interested 

investors, authorities etc should be attached) 

W .J 
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(f)   declarations of raw material producer« (in case of import 

Ministry of Foreign Trade and the interested foreign trad, companies 

should state their opinion). 

As may be seen from the above mentioned list the motivation of a 

project is quite complicated.    Despite this fact information in 

many cases is «uperficial even in consequence of the hug« quantity 

of documentation required.    Tnese information documents can not 

substitute for real economic analysis includiti« market and prie« 

forecasting studies mentioned earlier. 

Chapter 2. 

In chapter two technical-material feature» and soundness of a 

project should be described in vary detailed fora.    This chapter 

includes the following item»; 

(a) a complete technical description of the projsct 

(b) states of instalment of units of the new capacity 

(c) general plan of location (in a measurement of Is 1000) plan of 

building site indicating the integration of the project into the 

locality (in a measurement from 1«5000 to lilO.OOO) 

(d) aketch-plan of the project (list of buildings, detailed 

description of the project,  list of roads>  list of public works, 

related declarations of intere&ted authoritiess  like fire departments, } I   £ 

water control, etc.) 

(e) list of machinery required (description of domestic and 

imported machinery,  prices and sizes, weights etc.) 

(f) detailed description of planned technology 

(g) timing of preliminary and final technical planning (blueprints) 

and realization. 

(h)    data of the schedule of instalment 

(i)    costs of the project (construction, machinery, imported 

machinery and others) 

(j)    conditions of normal functioning: 

(I) labour, (workers skilled, unskilled, white collar, teohnioal 

etc. ) 
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(2) energy consumption (coal,  steam, elactric etc. by quanti tie« 

and supply sources etc. domestic or imported) 

(3) material (domestic-imported, quantity value, supply 
sources etc.) 

(4) transportation requirements 

(k)    other information and instructions 

»)  I 
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Chapter 3. 

Motivation the efficiency of the project. 

From our point of view this is the moet important chapter but it is 

also from the point of view of practical project planning and 

•valuation.    Therefore we will focus our attention on this chapter. 

Within this chapter coefficients indicating the economic-technical 

level of the project are elaborated.    These coefficients are the 
following« 

(*)    Investment costs per unit of product and per unit of domestic 
value of productioni 

B and       B 
t        ' te       ' 

where B - investment costs 
t - number of products 

ts « valus of production expressed in domestic price«. 

(b)   capital per unit of product and per unit of value of production^ 

and JL 
t te 

where E . costs of fix and circulating capital 

(«0 quantity of products and value of production per worksr. 
J. 
I 

and 

where 1 • number of workers 
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The above mentioned coefficiente are supposed to indicate capital 

investment coste or labour inveétaient costs of one unit of production. 

These coefficients however are not vary reliable or convincing since 

technological character of producte is very different and value« 

expressed in domestic prices are distorted.    Therefore in spite of 

the fact that these coefficients are prepared at every project in 

practice they are not analysed or used for evaluation. 

(<*)    efficiency coefficients in practice and their criticism. 

The metbodolo&y of present efficiency calculations is based on the 

following principles: 

(1) efficiency > output   in other words efficiency is measured 
input 

by a quotient. 

(2) productive investments are divided in two main groups by the 

methodology, capacity or production increasing projects and labour 

saving projects.      efficiency coefficients are different for these 

two main ¿roups. 

Project evaluation with the first type of coefficient is solved 

in the following manners 

output will L,e determined by the so called  'world market value" 

and transferred into domestic value by certain foreign exchange 

rates calculated by central authorities.   Input is divided in 

two groups. oriKinal inputs of fix and circulating capital F)   C 

(«)    annual inputs, costs of anr.ually repeatinS input« (o). 

Since dimensions of these two type of costs aro different (dimension 

of ¡L is forint - domestic currency - and dimension of 6 i« forint ) 

a common denominator should be provided in order to aggregate* to tal 

expenses of a project.    For this purpose 6n efficiency coefficient 

had been formulated which is indicated in the methodology a« ( [N^    ). 

(In the literature this coefficient has other name« as. normative of 

profitability, interest etc.)      The dimension of the is   -*- 

The reciprocal value of ( T ) i8 the rocovering of th, pTO£?' 

expenses expressed in y.drs.    The   ^,.    make, po.tible to aggregate 
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these two typ«« of inputs in two formst 

(a.)   o + B . h: ;> 

(b.)   o .^- + B 

usually the first form is accepted in practical evaluation process. 

The L_Tl       plays a very important role in efficiency computations. 

The methodology defined the ( Jj^_   ) as follows»     in order to expand 

production tools and labour should be consumed.    Presuming full 

employment,  for production of a unit of new product one unit of 

labour should be liberated.    Investment expenses necessary to 

liberate one unit of labour required are indicated by (b ).    In 

addition to this liberated labour unit should be supplied with tools 

of production which is indicated by (b, ).    Therefore one unit of 

value of new production annually requires» b    4- b,   investment 

expenses.    The relationship expressed in an algebraic fora ist 

\ + \   (Ft) =   1  rVyear 

In order to reduce the different dimeneions the equation should 

be divided by ( b     4- 

1 Ft - 

Vbk 
S   Ft ) 
(vëaF) 

Consequently: 1  ìE the annual amount of new value produced 

by 1 Forint of & investment expenaes. 

\ This 

e • \ 
value ia called efficiency coefficient or (2^. ). 

Time element is also considered.    According- to the methodology 

rules of simple interest are used.    This method of calculation, 

however,  is deemed unfit for considering tine element by central 

authorities themselves.    Therefore in the last year rules of partial 

compound interest rates have been suggested for efficiency computa- 

tions, based on the following principles»    national income produced 

by the new project will be used in part for accumulation and in part 

for consumption.    Therefore only one part of the value expreesed by 
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efficiency coefficient will be capitalised, i.e. that part of the 

increment of national income which will be used for accumulation. 

The new value ensured for year (n) by the total amount of invested 

resources (B) after instalment of the new project - 

*„ • B . .   ">.  . q n 
n-1 

wherei t     s new value of production at the end of year (n) 

B     m total amount of investment expenditures 

^ s efficiency coefficient 

q     - 1    +"-    i 

i     s proportion of accumulation in national incoine. 

Value of time element (b ) = 14- t 
n    ~ n 

Computations should be elaborated on national and factory levels. 

Por taurina profitability of the project methodology contains the 

following indicatorsi 

if)    4n case of projects of capacity expanding  type 

Indicator of profitability on national level i 

*n    « T 

M T Ag f A.   |L |     -.    / BT-FJ-\  

i/herei ^ s    profitability on national luvel 

T   •    value of production on world market prices expressed 

in domestic currency 

M   m   wage* 

A.  •    domestic material 

^ s   import material on world market prices expressed in 

domestic currency 

i     - •    efficiency coefficient (o,2o) 

B   .   investment expenses (fixed capital) 

F   •    expenditures on circulating capital 

\ s    related investment expenditures. 

The methodology reflates the price problem.    World market prices 

should be used at the calculation of value of production and import, 

including transportation costs.    Price, of Hungarian export product. 

I c 
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should be calculated on bordar parity.    Prices art given in i or in 

fiubel and central planning authorities are giving excnan^-e ratas for 

calculation.    The reality of the world market price should be proved 

by a declaration of Ministry of Foreign Trade. 

In the profitability scheme Icsats originating from capital absorption 

for more than a year are ai^o curs^dered.    ¿s we mentioned earlier 

time factor is taken into consideration by the siraple interefct fwrmula. 

tfe will illustrate the method ~oy a hypothetical example.    »íe presuras 

that realization of a project takes 4 years and 100 units of expenses 

are used annually.    The following correction should be applied by th« 

time faeton 

Invested in puts      ' rime factor Input 
by ti 

corriffated 
na factor; 

1 year 100 1.6 160 
2    » 100 1.4 140 

3    - 100 1.2 120 

4    » 100 1. 100 

Total invested:    4OO 52.O 

The corrected input ie much higher. 

The function of related investraente (E. )  in the above mentioned 

formula is to ensure the aggregate character of the formula through 

the complexity of expenditures,    «t the development of manufacturing 

for example investment costs of raw material are taken into account 

by considering related investment expenditures.    This method is 

applied because raw material needs are reflected in prices but 

domestic prices do not react on capital intensity.    Belated investment 

factor is used to consider capital intensity. 

Related investment expenditures are calculated by single projects 

with norms.    Related investment expenditures caused by increasing 

raw material needs are also regulated by norms.    This norm is unified 

for all the sectors.    Calculation of this norm is done in the following 

•anneri 
B^    «    2.5 (A^L) 

J 
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Later methodology has been changed and noma ara differentiated 

actually by sectors.    Until now we described profitability indicator 

formula on national level.    The 8ame formula is different in two 

aspects when calculated on factory levtl. 

(a) Inputs of jrevious stipes  (material -nd amortisation) ;.re not 

included in the denominator but ti.ey are tc^cen into account as 

result decreasing itemß. 

(b) Related investment expenditures are neglected.    Therefore 

formula of factory Jevel iei 

gf. iiVLVL) 

This formula is used for calculation of profitability only at the list 

technological stage. 

>  C 

(g)    formula of labour savin/; projects. 

At labour saving projects results (or yields) are calculated by 

the amount of labour saved by the ;Jrouect.    Labour ¡.aving may be 

"living labour costs" or "fixed labour" embodied in ..leans of 

production.    Both types of labour savings are measured by the saving 

of costs or b¿  the evaluation of the C03t level.     "Fixed labour" 

and "living labour" costs are sharply differentiated.    In case of 

fixed labour savings investirent« saved are ulso calculate!.    At 

the instalment of a new heating unit for example the producing units 

cost levol declines because of savings in material costs.    This 

saving is considered as a net gain.    Not only immediate but related 

cost» aro declining too.    Saving in coal needs less investment 

expenses in coalmining.    There is a saving in related projects.    This 

saving should be also deducted from the calculated total (immediate 

and related) investment expenditures of a project.    In case when cost 

level declines because of savings in "living labour" but "fixed labour- 

expenses increase, value of total input should be increased by the 

amount of related investment expenses.    The formula is as follow« 

i : 

j 
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»1 f 

^ 

B   Í    {\\    F) 

Where:    Go    - efficiency of labour saving projects 

o_    z coats before the investment 

o.,    s coats after tne i rvestinent 

B      m costs of the project 

B^    = related inveotnent expenditures 

P      a circulating capital needs 

It may be seen from the above formula that this íB an indicator of 

the turnover type.    Tho reciprocal of (Go) indicates the years of 

turnover of a project. 

tie mentioned earlier that we have some doubts concerning the relia- 

bility of these calculations.    Cur reasons are the following« 

1. Difficulties originating from the institutional framework. 

(a) Efficiency computations are elaborated after planning activity 

allocated resources and the balances (inciaiin^ investment) are ready. 

Therefore computations are prepared after the most important invest- 

ment decisions were taken on national level. 

(b) Because of the "absorption-effect" of the enterprises for 

investment funds - mentioned earlier - investors in many caees use 

the computation as a t'iol for further "capital absorption" and they 

are manipulated to prove that their development ideas are the most 

efficient and useful.    This fact of crurse will influence the 

"tendency" of the computations. 

2. Difficulties origina tin?; from tho  pricp pystam. 

(a)    In cases w..ere producta are exported to centrally planned and 

market economies results calculated by different exchange rates will 

differ.    Investor would apply the most favourable exohange rate 

therefore the real efficiency might be different from the calculated. 
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Calculated valu« of production may oscillate from 0-100 per cent 

above the real level. 

(b) Calculation with very high world market prices.    There are 

examples when four investors gave four various  "world market price" 

for the same product between 200 - 260 I ton.     sometimes prices are 

taken fron lese important,  smalx volume foreign business contracts 

and  the prciuction value calculated reflects this price not repres- 

enting real  market opportunities. . 

(c) Kiscaic-ile Lio-i of the technical parameters of the product 

delivered by the oc: project.    Parunatera of the expected domestic 

product are taken better indicating a higher quality (and therefore 

a possibJy higher prica)  than the potential competitors may achieve. |l   >  W 

The reil situation is just the opposite. 

(d) Miscalculation of the assortment produced by the new project. 

In many cases investors use an assortment of products at which 

the calculation of value of production is mugh higher as at a t 

"realistic assortment." 

(e) Miscalculation of t.ie affect of ne turai  features of the ' 

product, fT example in coalmining when prices  (including transporta- 

tion costs) are calculated as a function of calorie values.    If 1 ton 

of coal with 7000 calorie value has a price Z 18/ton then 1 ton of a I 
I 

3C00 calorie value coal has a price of $7,20/ton while 3000 calorie .% ? #• 
e> í ** 

value coals can not be realized in any place of the  world etc. ' 

These miscalculations are very difficult to discover and are 

incorrect, and,  therefore, efficiency computations may rather * 

disorient than orient into the right direction from the point of view 

of realistic world mark3t prices. ' 

3.    Difficulties ori,?Lnating from the structure of efficiency or 

profitability quotients. 

(a) The quotients have a particular character. Therefore efficiency 

*f projects on national level can not be measured by them. A project 

appearing efficient from the particular calculation may be not 

J 
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efficient for the economy as a whole and vice versa.    As a simple 

aggregated national economy a particular efficiency is not identical 

with the macroeconomic efficiency. 

(b) Profitability formulas by th«ii- particular character are 

unable to represent or provide alternative suggestions.    Choice is 

reduced to one question:    a given project  should be built or not? 

There are practical cases artiere  the efficiency   quotient indicated 

a high profitability from the peint of view of a single project 

while during mathematical programming it came to the light that 

reconstruction of old factories is more profitable.    Jith particular 

calculations we do not have an opportunity for simultaneous comparison 

of variants. 

(c) Alternatives are prepared by various investors and despite 

central regulations there are differences in collecting and evaluating 

basic data. 

(d) Bata contain many uncertainties for particular projects. 

Jorld market prices and various cost elements can not be expressed 

by one single number.    It is impossible to apf*ly "price zones" or 

"cost zones"  (from.....to) at  these particular calculations. 

(•)    The form of efficiency computations  (quotient) also can bs 

discussed.    From the arithmetical point of view it is indifferent 

whether 10.000 unit of input will reault 12.000 unit of production 

or 1.000.000 unit input 1.200.000 unit of production.    From the 

economic point of view however it i3 quite important since society 

i3 interested first of all in the volume of the realized net income 

and after that in the rate of it. 

The above mentioned failures could be avoided by mathematical 

programming on national level. 

4.    Difficulties oriKJnatina from the evaluation of various parts of 

the quotient. 

(a)    Results and input are evaluated differently.    While output and 

inport material are valuated in world market price), input is 

^J 
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»í calculated in domestic values and almost «ach part of them are 

formulated by different principles.    "Living labour" coste ave 

calculated by wages    f    wage taxes,  while "fixed labour" costs 

because of the price system consist of various amounts of net 

income or accumulation.    Daring the last year however experimentation 

started with a new method in order to eliminate these contradictions. 

It has been made by various calculations.    Besides calculations based 

on producer's prices,   evaluation has been made on the basis of 

so called "net wage cost" or "real cost" level  (net of net income or 

accumulation included in producer price.)    The point of the matter 

is that all inputs are reduced to  ¿age costs i.e. material and 

amortization costs of the last stage of production are calculated 

as i*ag3 costs of the previous stages.     (TLis was possible by using 

input-catput coefficients.)    Particular fixed and circulating 

capital needs have been reduced to the level of "real  cost¿" h.' the 

correction of the efficiency coefficient (   ^>.     ).    In this way a 

common denominator has been created.     Je   dr not mention here 

problems connected with aggregation.    The unified measurement in 

the form of real roste however can not solve the problems of 

resource scarcities.    Namely, it is not a correct approach that 

various inputs could be evaluated by wage rosta from the point of 

riew of macroeconomic analysis.      In construction for example 

labour absorbing less productive technology seems to b« more effieia-nt 

than mechanized technology.    If labour costs are reflecting the real 

supply-demand position  (equilibrium wages) it might be so.    In our 

practice however there is a scarcity in labour,  in unskilled construc- 

tion workers and in spite of this fact labour consumine activities 

seem to be more efficient to solve by labour consuming technology 

as by mechanized technology.    Therefore in our practice requirement« 

of efficiency seem to be contradictory to economic possibilities. 

If scarcities would be considered at the «valuation in our example 

it would be more efficient to use mechanized technology because of 

higher costs of unsKilled labour. 

•|iC 
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5.    Difficulties originating from the evaluation of the efficiency 

coefficient or ( ^^N.   ). 

(a) There are various views and ideas about the function of the 

efficiency coefficient.     There are economists stating that the 

coefficient is providing only a common denominator for particular and 

regular expenses, othera attribute a normative role to the coefficient 

form (the    ^"v~\.)      There are a-uin others who discuss wlietUer a 

national average coefficient or a differentiated coefficient should 

be used in each sector.     Some economists that that coefficient should 

be differentiated on a territorial basis.    There are discueaions about 

the levai,  the volume of the coefficient,    ¡fe have  to mention here 

that an exact quantitative détermination of norms of (b  )  labour 

saving investments and (b, ) labour outfitting investments is almost 

impossible. 

(b) As we mentioned earlier another possibility iß given by the 

shadow price calculation,  by programming to determine  the level of 

the coefficient.    In this case calculated returns of inputs of a 

project would reflect its efficiency where scarcities of various 

factors of production would be ccnsidei^i.    The practical precondition« 

of a shadow price system are developing in these days but are not ready 

yet.    Therefore we may say that at the present moment we do not have 

the proper methods for determining the level  (the volume) of the 

efficiency coefficient. 

(c) Since ideas are different about the nature of the efiiciency 

coefficient there are also widely differing views about  the quantitativ» 

magnitude of the coefficient, from a suggested 0.8 to an 0.20.    In 

electric energy production the coefficient similar to efficiency 

coefficient (it is called "intercaloric factor") has a magnitude of 

0.12.    This factor or coefficient is not only a common denominator 

for particular and regular expense« but its function is to discount 

various returns and inputs for a camion base in time.     In connexion 

with this another discussion arisesi     in the electric energy 

production simple or partial compound interest can not be applied but 

rules of compound interest are used.    The partial compound interest 

*. 
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used by ths methodology is not correct since calculated rats« for 

different points of time give various results. Let us explain it 

by an example: 

100 units of I960 investment expenditure according to the method 

used equals in 19*;6: 

Q-   * 8 ! »   O.526   or    100    .   52.6 units 
( b ) x    n ' 

If we taice the 52.6 units and recapitalize it for I960 we will get 

101 units.    Namely, 100 unita =   101 units or in other words the 

snake is longer from Ms head to his tail than from his tail to bis 

head. 

(d)   At the coefficient of production or capacity expanding invest- 

ments on factory level 1 

T - (¿b   + Aj » L) 
M + T*-(BrF) 

value of production (T)  should be calculated in .vorld market pries« 

while items calculated in domestic prices (A,   + A.   f L) should be 

deducted fisra tnat value of production calculated in world market 

prices.    As a consequence, nominator has no real economic meaning. 
« 

If for example    T "'~.  (k^    f    A±    f L)  the value of the fraction 

will be (-) or (00).    In order to measure the efficiency of the 

last stage of production indicated fixed capital inputs should be 

calculate! also in world market prices. 

(s)    At the coefficient of labour saving investments "fixed labour" 

is over-estimated in relation to actual or "living labour" since 

"fixed labour" prices contain a considerable net income or accumu- 

lation which increases the degree of the coet level decline. 

In addition to this at fixed labour inputs related investment 

requirements should be taken into account while in case of "living 

labour" inputs additional charges and related invebtraent needs 

(apartments, transportation,  education etc.) are not calculated. 

It 

'I 
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Summarizing all the remark« we have mentioned above, in our opinion 

present methods of efficiency calculation« ihould be considered rather 

as rough estimates containing several uncertainties than exact 

computations of profitability or efficiency of industrial projects 

either or. national or on factory level. 

Despite all shortcomings and criticism we mentioned earlier 

efficiency calculations after 1957 have a great importance.    The very 

fact that some Kind of computations had to be prepared in contrast to 

the period before 1957 indicates that economic policy changed radic- 

ally f^r the better emphasizing more and more the importance of 

profitability and efficiency at project evaluation.    The other very 

important fact officially accepted by the methodology that value of 

production should be calculated in world market prices ts a tip step 

forward,    lie would rather  say this is an "unconscious" act to accept 

somehow the basic principle of project evaluation in an ''open 

economy" namely the maximization of net foreign exchange earniugs 

in the long run.    Tie efficiency computations indicated firct that 

domestic prices are not proper prices in» an op^n flconomy for the 

calculation of profitability neither on macroeconc.iic nor on micro- 

economic levels.    These efforts influenced, many Hungarian econcaiat«   ' 

in the proper direction. 

W« would like to hope that  the reader will conclude from this paperi 

the new experiments with various programming models have their 

origin somewhere at those  rough estimates we are criticizing so sharply 

in this paper. 

6.    Stage of decision.    Criteria of decision. 

After the stage of preparation we presume all basic information is at 

hand and data is reliable for decision making.    In spite of tho most 

precise preparation however,  decisions can not be considered as 

absolutely auf e decisions.     This is true in general but it is more 

BO in an open economy, where uncertainty is very hiyh.     The more 

ambitious the investment program,  the longer is the time of implemen- 

tation and the higher the uncertainty will be.    Therefore calculation 
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of risk end risktaking is one of tne most important activities in 

th« stage of decision making.    Je intend to analyse risk factor 

and levels of risktaking on the following pages. 

(a)    Risk.    Levels of risktaking. 

Risk and risktaking are influenced by the institutional fra-nework. 

It is easy to see that the question of risktaking ie completely 

different in the case of a private firm or huge corporation or in 

case of a socialized economy.    A huge integrated corporation ra^y 

take a greater riek than a smell privata enterprise and a social- 

ized economy may balance losees of one producing unit with gains 

of the other.    The advantages are obvious.    These advantages 

however had been misinterpreted for a long time by many economists 

who preburaed thut in a cantrally planned socialist economy calculation 

of riak and risk taking have no economic function at ail. 

This is the reason why risk calculations are so rarely discussed 

in our literature except cne or two cases.    Problems of risk 

calculations came to light during the last few years in connection 

with mathematical programming on sector levai.    Ir. sector program 

planners use "zones of data" instead of single,  fixed data.    Zones 

of data (from   tn)  provide an opportunity to indicate degree 

of uncertainty on the one hand and elaboration of variants on the 

other.    Uncertainty i a indicated for decision makers by the space 

of the zone.    The bigger is the certainty the narrower is the  space 

and vice versa.    Planners usually have the following combinations of 

data to deal with! 

(1) programming based on pessimistic data 

(2) programming based on average values 

(3) programming based on optimistic value« of data 

In the first method the mcst unfavourable values are calculatsdi 

upptr limits of costs and the minimum values of results are 

considered.    This method is called:   "strategy of maximum certainty." 

At the second type average values are used presuming t.iat chants in 

J 
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negative and positive direction will balance each other.    In this 

way for «cample variants in son* from 100-to-300 are corsidered as 

variants in zone of from 190-to-210 since in both cases 200 as 

average is used for the evaluation of the variant.    The most hazardous 

case is the third where uncertainties are not calculated practically. 

The second and third method prcvad to be extremities  -there criteria 

of certainty are neglected.    Therefore Hungarian literature and 

practice for determinine uncertainty usually applies the uethod of 

"strategy of limi tel certainty".  Values built in  tne programing 

model are determined by the following parameters: 

max 

nun 

- maximum costs 

, minimum co3ts 

z   average costs 

-   level of certainty value of coste» condition 

0,5 

*b        «   K* * <Kmax - Kmin)    < " °-5°> 

For example,  (K max)  z IOC units,   (l- min) * 10 units ( ) • 

0,70 unit 

Kb s 85   +   (100 - 70*    (0,70 - 0,50) * 85+6 . 91. 

This is calledi  pro grammi ng with "certainty values" in the Hungarian 

literature.   Despite precautious planning unexpected changeB may 

occur because of changes in technology prices, markets etc.    There- 

fore every development decision should be taken as a risk taking 

action. 

The measurement of risk is that quantity of potential losses or lack 

of gains which occur because decision makers did not choose the var- 

iant proved to be most efficient "ex-post".    Or potential lostes 

may occur because of "vis-major" but it ...ay happen as a consequence 

of voluntary risK taking in hope of expected profits or gains. 

A hazardous decision making of course would imperil balanced growth 
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but from this we must not conclude that a decision making policy of 

maximum certainty is the right policy.    The policy of maximum 

certainty or safety would decrease rate of growth and hamper economic 

development because of a gradual backwardness from the point of view 

^f technical level.    In an open economy ho,.ever,   technical  backward- 

ness is a kind of hazardous policy since the basic precondition of a 

sustained high rate uf balanced crowthi export ability can not be 

eneured without up to dnte technical and technological level. 

Another special problem of risktatùn g in a centrally planned model 

is to determine the various degrees of riaktaking on various levels 

of decision making.    These degrees are determined to a large extent 

by the invitational framework and by various methods of planning 

and direction. 

The decree of risk taking by various enterprises in a centrally 

planned model is limitad even in case where development and project 

decisions are decentralized upon enterprise level.     Sectoral allo- 

cation of resources,  choosing of "leading sectors" decisioni» affecting 

international economic relatione etc.   in our mo lei can not be decen- 

tralized.    Thib, of course, doeu not .nean that evjry development 

decision should be centralisod, and central order shouli regulate 

project evaluation ani risk taking in form of obligatory targets. 

Producing units i.e. investors may be directed through an "organized 

market"  where rules of game are determined by central planning 

authorities with such regulators a3 monetary policy,  central bank 

system,  price control,  wage control,  credit control, duties and 

subsidies etc 

But in such a case misinformation originating from centrally decided 

policies and losses caused by them can not be char6ed upon enterprises. 

Enterprises may take the "managerial risk".    Since directors of 

enterprises are not owners they can not take a risk in the form of 

material consequences.    Therefore rules of risktaking should be 

centra Uy regulated leaving enough space for "managerial risk taking" 
or. enterprise level. 

J 
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(fc)   Actual and potential scarcity of production factor» as limit« 
in risk, taking. 

There is a fera of decision making where planners are aware of 

potential losses at the sta^e of decision alreaJy.    Thete potential 

losses in many cases are connected with the scarcities of resources. 

This is one of the reasons why stage of preparation and decision 

muting should toe separated in tan process of project evaluation. 

In stage of preparation ell the possible variants of a project 

should be collected while in stage of decision  these variants 

exceeding actual and potential limita of resources should be selected. 

Calculation of potential losses originating from liwited resources 

are very important for example in decisions on international coopera- 
tion or integration. 

In our present practice it is rather a failure  that limits of 

various resources are regarded as fixed, absolute limits.    Substitu- 

tion of resources and convertibility are not calculated properly. 

Substitution possibilities and the role of time in this process 

should be takan into account however at a strete^y *here full 

employment is a stable re ¿uireiaant substitution of factors of pro- 

duction has a very limited possibility. 

(c)    The role of time in the certainty of decision. 

In stage of preparation we have mentioned time factor in connexion 

with coct effects.    Here we investigate time factor as a part of 

risktaking.    The time of carrying out of a project is connected with 

the uncertainty factors in decision making.    If required time of 

realization is longer, not only degree of uncertainty increases but 

potential losses may occur.    Especially in case of new producta in 

rapidly developing industries where at  the first tira« flexibility und 

•peed to appear on markets give an advantage we may call "transitory 

monopoly of a sellers market",  or in other words there is an opportun- 

ity ivr "ski-nming the cream".    If decision is late because decision 

mak^T Lesitate or they are unable to calculate potential risk 

involved there is a potential loss.    Losing time in project 

._J 
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realization may unfavourably influence efficiency. Therefore in 

•tage of decision potential gains from flexibility and speed and 

additional costs for it should be considered and decided. 

(d)    Risk taking and "strategic reserves". 

One of the moet difficult tasks in stage of decision making is  to 

determine quantity of "strategic reserves".    The optimum site 

of reserve* will iriluence rato of ¿rowth of the economy as a whole. 

There is no onerai rule which can be su verted for every pro ;ect 

££22e?ßj "A n^eoeary quantity of reserves.   All  information 

gathered in ata^-e of preparation shoald be considered again and again 

in orlrr to determine optimum cizes of capacity,  labour, material, 

and foreign exchange réserves.    In many eases political configurations 

tlso ploy a decisive role. 

At th3 precent rno.r.er.t we do not have yet the proper methodology to 

calculate them except sorae basic rules we are trying to ap.ly in 

project evaluation.    Prora the peint of view of calculation there is 

a basic rule,    every coat of desired reserves should be taken as 

S2ÙÌ1S*. risk takifiLqr_as j^pricejTor .iruviance,ar 1 safety. 

(• )    gestions of f.?llow-up. 

In a centrally planned model because of limited riaktaking follow up 

does not play as important a role as in a market economy.    Capacities 

">an be transferred from one sector to another relatively easily by 

central orders.    If all  the above   mentioned steps are carefully done 

in st^ge of preparation the necessity of follow-up will be limited. 

This however does not mean we can neglect follow-up.    Possibility of 

f-llo*>up should be ensured.    This possibility ie connected wi ta the 

quest on of calculated reserves.    One mrt of reserves should be in 

mobile form in order to introduce change, arming during realization 

of the project.    In this respect reserve, of technical planning and 

rer^reh capacity plaja an important role too.    The institutional 

P--. .-...iLt-ei for follow-^ in a centrally planned model in ¿enormi 

art fi.;i better than in a market model. 
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(f)    Pre««nt practice and problem« 

In our present practice stage,      preparation and decision are not 

clearly separated.    Stage of decision or one part of it comes 

earlier than detailed preparation. 

Main directions of development are decided during the preparation 

of the long term plan.   The new capacities (large single projects) 

are considered already at this stage.    Therefore, approval of 

construction of the single projects is a limited decision making. 

In general ue may say, the first question:    whether a project 

should be established or not? will be decided during long term 

planning.    The second and third questions*   how and where? are 

answered after the stage of detailed preparation during th*, process 

of approval of investment programme« for single projects.    The sep- 

aration of stage of decision into various parts in time and e;>ace 

is the basis of several difficulties, and in many cases can not be 

ensured.   The second stage influences th« first.    It may happen 

that a planned project can not be realized becau&e of various 

reasons, and the original plan targets should be changed,  or 

because of changes in plan other already approved project« should 

be put aside. 

Approval and preparation are accomplished in two steps in generali 

(a) investment program 

(b) plan target 

Plan target is much more detailed as investment program described 

•arlier, and it is ordered to «labórate only in caae of large project« 

with complicated technical and economic relations affecting other 

sectors, or the economy as a whole.    There seems to be only one 

process of decision making in other projects.    In practice however 

there are two processes«    because plan of the investment program 

and investment program are approved separately.    In addition to this 

there are several difficulties originating from the process of approval. 

Deciaion making takes a long tin« which increases the time of realis- 

ation too.    Th««e question« are under frequent di«cu«sion recently in 

connexion with the revision of existing planning practice«. 






